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Enabling Remote Work 
Anywhere, Anytime, Anyplace

Combatting Telework Challenges With Data Accessibility

Solve Telework Challenges with Hitachi Content Platform Anywhere (HCP AW)

Hitachi Content Platform Anywhere
Our secure, simple and smart digital workplace mobilizes, protects, 
syncs and shares �le data, anywhere, anytime and on any device.

Teleworking has become more and more 
common in the modern workplace, but in 
the current climate due to COVID-19, it is 
imperative to ensure that workers have 
access to what they need, when they need 
it.  

Email, instant messaging, and video calls 
help, but to truly be productive, businesses 
need a platform to share and manage �les.  
The Hitachi Content Platform Anywhere 
(HCP Anywhere) provides this capability in 
an easy to use and customizable platform.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
only 29 percent of Americans can work 
from home.  As more people transition to 

Accessing data is a mission-critical 
priority

VPNs are overwhelmed and teleworkers 
are struggling to access work 
documents

Critical environments require data 
safeguards such as �le sync-n-share 
through secure links

Ensure security and auditability as data 
becomes more mobile

Reduce �les sent through email to free 
up bandwidth and storage

HCP Anywhere Supporting Users 
and IT Departments

HCP Anywhere synchronizes, shares, and 
protects data to increase collaboration, 
productivity, e�ciency, and security while 
giving users access to their data on any 
device, at any time, from anywhere.

HCP Anywhere provides enterprise 
environments with an integrated set of 
technologies that lets IT organizations 
retain visibility and control over their data. 
It also provides tools, interfaces and APIs to 
empower IT to provide the services that 
users need with the rigor that the mission 
requires.

Secure enterprise sync and share, and 
collaboration

Supports Android, Apple iOS, Microsoft 
Windows Phone

Supports PC, Apple Mac, and web 
browsers

Protects from user error, device failure 
and malware

Brings user data under governance 
controls

APIs and SDKs integrate and create 
new tools

Self-service management of user 
devices

Directory service integration to 
manage users

telework, HCP Anywhere can ease the 
transition into a new norm.

https://trycontent.hitachivantara.com


Large Industrial Plant Manufacturer
With 34 o�ces in Austria and Germany, 
and 10 more across the globe this 
dispersed workforce needed a solution to 
promote collaboration and maintain high 
standards of data organization and 
security.

The client used HCP Anywhere to:

“Even in this short period, we have noticed 
signi�cant e�ects in increased productivity, 
time saved by constant access to data, and 
easy exchange of information with 
suppliers and customers.”

DoD Customer HCP AW Key Differentiators
As a service, the customer received 
simpli�ed administration with built-in 
mobile device management, auditing, and 
full integration with Microsoft Active 
Directory. All �les are stored deduplicated, 
compressed, and backup-free in an 
on-premises object store. The user reduces 
email storage and network payloads by 
sending links instead of attachments.

Users register themselves and can use their 
CAC login, and no additional backups are 
required. There are single sign-on, data 
search, and data discovery options. HCP 
Anywhere is the only solution in the 
market that provides a guarantee of 
availability, with traditional and cloud IT in 
a single platform.

Enterprise Ready
Designed from day 1 for the enterprise, not adapted from 
consumer technology. Integration with directory services 
greatly simpli�es deployment and administration.

Security
You own the encryption keys, control user and device 
permissions, and can remotely lock or wipe data from lost or 
stolen devices.

Control
Your IT teams have complete control over your data: where it 
is stored, how it is protected and when it should be expired.

On-Premises
All elements of HCP Anywhere can be run in your IT environ-
ment without any cloud services, serving as an on-prem cloud 
with secure remote access �le sharing capabilities.

Perpetual Licensing
HCP Anywhere is not a subscription-based service, greatly 
reducing TCO over 2-3 years

Guarantee security for company data

Share data easily and securely, anytime, 
anyplace and on any device

Increase employee productivity

Supporting Use Cases 
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